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Abstract 
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This paper introduces a notion of strongly hereditarily aspherical compacta and gives a sufficient 
condition for an inverse limit to have this property. The main result shows that cell-like maps 
defined on strongly hereditarily aspherical compact metric spaces cannot raise dimension. It 
suggests why 2-dimensional examples of this sort are plentiful and then sets forth 3-dimensional 
and 4-dimensional examples. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper exhibits a class of (metric) compacta on which cell-like maps cannot 
raise dimension. Its objects, which are hereditarily aspherical in a rather strong 
sense, have intriguing intersection with the collection of all 2-dimensional compacta. 
For classical reasons cell-like maps defined on l-dimensional compacta do not 
increase dimension. On the other hand, Dranishnikov [4] has shown the existence 
of a dimension-raising cell-like map on a 3-dimensional example and quite recently 
Dydak and Walsh [6] improved this, producing such a mapping on a 2-dimensional 
compactum. As a straightforward consequence, cell-like maps defined on any mani- 
fold of dimension at least 5 can raise dimension; by contrast, this cannot occur with 
a 3-manifold as domain, according to a result of Kozlowski and Walsh [9] (see also 
[ll]). Still unsettled is what happens if the domain is a 4-manifold, an issue 
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investigated by Mitchell, RepovS and SEepin [lo], and the problem hinges on whether 
dimension can be raised in ease the domain is a 2-dimensional ~orn~a~tum embed- 
dable in a 4manifold. 
A metric space X is ~e~e~j~~r~~y a ~ ~~~~a~ if each closed subset A is k-UV for 
all k > 1. Saying A is k-UV means that under some embedding of A in the Hilbert 
cube, each neighborhood U of A contains a neighborhood V of A such that alI 
maps Sk = dBki” + V extend to maps Bk+’ 3 U. It is an elementary fact that this 
k-UV property is independent of the embedding of A in metric ANRs. 
Neither the a-sphere nor the projective plane is aspherical, but all other 2- 
manifolds, compact or noncompact, are aspherical and, therefore, are hereditarily 
aspherical. There are numerous other hereditarily aspherical 2-complexes; with 
complexes, however, one must be more wary than with manifolds, keeping in mind 
Whitehead’s still unresolved conjecture positing that aspherical 2-complexes are 
hereditarily aspherical. Of course, manifolds and complexes of dimension 3 and up 
cannot possess such an hereditary property. 
This paper focuses on the following asphericity property, apparently more restric- 
tive than the hereditary one defined above. A compact metric space X is said to be 
strongly ~~~e~~t~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ if X can be embedded in the Wilbert cube Q such 
that for each E > 0 there exists an E-covering 5% of X by open subsets of 0, where 
the union of any subco~le~tion f elements of 9t is aspherical. The rest&s here begin 
with a criterion pe~aining to inverse sequences of poIyhedra and yielding strongly 
hereditarily aspherical inverse limits. It requires the polyhedra be endowed with 
~ria~guiations for which ~reimages under the bonding maps of all subcomp~exes 
are aspherical. Theorem 6 certifies that cell-like maps defined on strongly hereditarily 
aspheri~a~ compacta cannot raise dimension; it applies, for instance, to all 2- 
dimensional compacta of ration& cohomo~o~i~al dimension 1. Theorem 9 derives 
the same conclusion as Theorem 6 for hereditarily asphericaf, LC’ flocalfy O- and 
~-Gonne~ted~ compacta. 
fn previous work directed toward the conclusion that ceh-iike maps cannot raise 
Dimensions asphericity properties in the domain have played a f~ndamenta1 role. 
Koziowski and Walsh [9] exploited them for &heir result about maps defined on 
subsets of 3-manifolds, while in their joint work with Row [S] about ceil-like maps 
on %camptexes, they attributed the softened resuh ~app~yi~g only to cell-like maps 
with l-dimensional point inverses) to di~culties in obtaining aspherical neighbor- 
hoods of arbitrary cell-like sets in J-complexes. Through its investigation of 
hereditary asphericity, this paper reinforces the importance of that role. Sur~risingl~~ 
unlike the aforementioned feature of ~ornp~~xes, there do exist hereditarily aspherical 
compacta of dimension greater than 2. Included here are examples of strongly 
hereditarily aspherical 3- and 4-dimensional compacta arising as inverse Emits 
together with a hereditarily aspherical generalized 3-manifold (necessarily LC’). 
The author wishes to express his indebtedness to A.N. Dranishnikov for frequertt 
helpful discussions during the development of this work and to E.V. SEepin for 
introducing him to this topic, posing several problems, outlining the proof given 
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here as Theorem 9, and, finally, after the original manuscript was prepared, simplify- 
ing the definition of the (strong) hereditary asphericity property. 
2. The results 
Proposition 1. Suppose { Li, pi} is an inverse sequence ofjmitepolyhedra and PL maps, 
and suppose each Li is endowed with a fixed triangulation T, such that 
(1) p;’ (each subcomplex of Li) is aspherical, and 
(2) for each (TE T, andj<i, diam(pjo* * *a/.~-,(cr))<l/i. 
Then the inverse limit X = lim{ Li, pi} is strongly hereditarily aspherical. - 
Proof. There exists a representation of the Hilbert cube Q as n C,, where Ci is a 
finite product of intervals, and there exist PL embeddings of Li in C, x C, x * * . x C< 
such that pi: Li+l + Li coincides with the restriction of the standard projection 
C-,x.. *xC~XC~+,+C~X.-*XC~ and 
X=n(LixQi), where Qi= n Cj. 
j> i 
(This is standard-simply find a PL embedding of Li in a high-dimensional cube 
Ci and compose bonding maps to determine coordinates in Cj, i < i.) 
Let qi represent projection of Q to the product of the first i cubes C,,,. Given 
E > 0, choose first an integer i > 0 such that diam( z x Qi) < f.s for ail z E C, x * . . x Ci 
and next an integer k> i such that diam qi(‘+x Qk) < E for all UE Tk. Now with a 
regular but slight thickening of Lk+, x Qk+, we produce a cover % of Lk+, x Qk+, 
by open sets of diameter less than E, any finite union of which deformation retracts 
to p:‘(P), where P is some subcomplex of Lk. Since pi’(P) is aspherical by 
hypothesis, X has the desired property. q 
Corollary 2. If {PI, pi} is any inverse sequence of hereditarily aspherical 2-complexes 
and PL maps, then the inverse limit, b{ Pi, pi}, is hereditarily aspherical. 
To illustrate payoffs of Proposition 1 more complicated than the preceding 
corollary, we describe examples of dimension 3 and 4. 
Example 3. A strongly hereditarily aspherical 3-dimensional space. This example 
is an inverse limit of closed 3-manifolds Pi whose construction is based on the 
following iterative strategy. Given Pi, take a triangulation r of small mesh and 
replace each 2-simplex r by a disk with 1 handle, D,. Accordingly, the boundary 
of each 3-simplex UE Ti is replaced by a sphere with 4 handles. Find a closed, 
connected, orientable 3-manifold N (such as the orientable I-bundle over a 2-sphere 
with 5 crosscaps) satisfying the following: 
(1) dN is a sphere with 4 handles, 
(2) a,(dN)+ r,(N) is a monomorphism, and 
(3) 7rz(N) is trivial. 
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Replace each 3-simplex (+ by a copy N,, of N, homeomorphically identifying dN,, 
to U {D, 1 T c CT}, thereby forming a new 3-manifold P,,, . The bonding map pi : Pi+, + 
Pi reduces to the identity over the l-skeleton of P,, sends each 0, to the associated 
2-simplex T E r (with only one nondegenerate point preimage), and sends each N, 
to the associated 3-simplex a~ Ti (via a cone construction). 
One further technical aspect of the iterative strategy is the requirement that the 
triangulation z+, of Pi+, subdivide the obvious structure and have mesh small 
enough that 
diam pj 0 + * * 0 pi (each simplex of Ti+,) < l/i. 
Repeated application of Lemma 4 below yields that, for each subcomplex J of 
Ti, p;‘(J) is aspherical. Consequently, Proposition 1 certifies the inverse limit Xl 
is strongly hereditarily aspherical. Clearly dim(X,) s 3. To verify equality, use S, 
to denote the boundary of a 3-simplex in T, and recursively let S,,, denote the 
union of all 2-simplexes of T,,, in p;‘(S). Now for all i we have an induced 
isomorphism 
jUUp: H3(Pi, Si; H)+ H3(Pi+*, Si+i; Z) =Z@H, 
indicating H3(X,, lim S, ; Z) # 0. Hence, dim(X,) = 3. - 
Lemma 4 (Aspherical pasting). Suppose Y, , Y2, and YO = Y, n Yz are connected, 
aspherical ANRs such that T~( Y,,)+ z-,( Yj) is l-l (j = 1,2). Then Y, u Yz is 
aspherical. 
Proof. Name the universal covering p : Y’+ Y = Y, u Yz. It suffices to show Y’ is 
homologically trivial, and to that end, it is enough to show every connected, finite 
union U _Zj, where xi is a component of p-‘( Yj, ;,), j(i) E { 1,2}, is acyclic. 
The latter follows from an elementary induction argument. Asphericity of Y, , Y2 
implies each Ei is acyclic; the inductive step reduces to examining R u &+, , where 
R = lJF=‘=, JIi is acyclic. The simple connectedness of Y’implies R n &+, is connected 
and thus is acyclic, being a component ofp-‘( 5). Finally, inspection of an associated 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence reveals the acyclicity of R u I’,,, . Cl 
Example 5. A strongly hereditarily aspherical 4-dimensional space. This example 
is an inverse limit of 4-complexes instead of 4-manifolds. Starting with a PL 
4-manifold P,, under iteration here we replace the 2- and 3-simplexes of a small 
mesh triangulation of Pi as before, in such a way that the modification M, over the 
boundary of any 4-simplex y admits a free Z5 action I,!J,: A4,-, My. The action 
determines a 5-1 covering M, + Mb, again with aspherical image. Replace y by 
the mapping cylinder C, of this covering map, by attaching C, to the new skeleton 
along the obvious copy of M, in each. 
Specify a model copy of N, the 3-manifold used in the replacement process, with 
JN containing the l-skeleton of a 3-simplex whose vertices are labelled as 0, 1,2,3, 
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every triple of which determines a simple closed curve bounding a disk with 1 
handle in aN, where N admits an orientation-reversing, structure-preserving homeo- 
morphism H of period 4 effecting the permutation 1,2,3,0 on vertices and with no 
fixed points on 8N. Its source is a (period 4) self-homeomorphism h : S+ S of the 
nonorientable surface S to which N deforms, where h is isotopic to Id, and sends 
one crosscap to itself while cyclically permuting the others; H acts on N by sending 
the fiber over s E S to the fiber over h(s). 
To describe the h5 action, order the vertices of the triangulation on e. Attach to 
each 3-simplex u a copy of N along the corresponding new 2-skeleton via a 
homeomorphism from d N carrying I-simplexes to 1-simplexes and preserving vertex 
order. The typical 4-simplex y has vertices ordered as u(0) < v(l) < u(2) < u(3) < 
u(4); the Zs action on M,, the modification of ay, is induced by the cyclic permutation 
(u(l), u(2), u(3), u(4), u(O)) on vertices. Properties of the model ensure this 
permutation can be realized by the generator of a free HS action. 
That dim(XJ =4 follows more or less as in Example 3, except cohomology 
computed with Z5 coefficients is the means for verifying dim(X,) 2 4. 
Theorem 6. Suppose X is a strongly hereditarily aspherical compacturn and f: X + Y 
is a cell-like surjection. Then dim Y < dim X. 
Proof. Regard XC Q as in the relevant definition, and consider the cell-like 
decomposition G of Q into singletons from Q\X and sets f-'f (x), xE X. The image 
of X under the obvious decomposition map r : Q + Q/G is a copy of Y, and one 
can equate ~1 X with 1: According to unpublished work of Kozlowski (see [5, 
Theorem 2.11 for an explanation), it suffices to produce an approximate right inverse 
to n (X, meaning that, given any E > 0, we must describe a map I,!J : Y + Q such that 
dist(r$(y), y) < E for all y E Y c Q/G. 
Uniform continuity provides 6 > 0 such that diam( v(A)) <fe when A c Q has 
diam(A) < 6, and the hypothesis here provides a b-covering Du of X by open subsets 
of Q such that every union of elements of % is aspherical. Let nlrO be a finite cover 
of Y by open sets with diameter less than :E, where U % 2 U {n-‘( V) ( VE T,,}. 
Use the cell-likeness of ‘TT to determine finite, open covers clr,, V2 of Y such that 
to each VC Tfiri, i E {1,2}, there corresponds some V’E ‘I’--, for which the inclusion 
St( V, Vi) + V’ is null-homotopic. Let K denote the nerve of 7r, and Y: Y + K be a 
barycentric map. We define a map I++ : K + Q in stages over successive skeleta. After 
eliminating any superfluous elements of VZ, for each vertex u E K we can choose 
x, E X such that vr(x,) = u and then set $(u) =x,. Since the endpoints of any 
l-simplex e of K belong to intersecting elements of V;, the construction of covers 
ensures the existence of V, E v, and a map $: e+ 7r-‘( V,) extending Cc, lae. Having 
defined thereby a map 4: K”‘+ Q, in similar fashion we find an extension $: KC2’+ 
Q such that to any 2-simplex 7 E K corresponds VOc ‘If0 with 4(~) c rTT-‘( V,). One 
can readily verify that dist( 7r$v(x), x) < fe for all x E V-‘( K”‘). Now the crucial 
point is to exploit asphericity features of % to extend $ : KC”-, U { F’( V) 1 VE “IrO} 
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inductively over successive k-skeleta to W : Kck’ + IJ %, subject only to the control 
that V(a) c St($((+n K’*‘), %) for each (TE Kck’. Of course, Ktk’= K when k is 
large enough, and the final detail is the straightforward observation that the composi- 
tion r?Pu: Y+ Q/G moves points less than E. Cl 
The notation c-dim,(X)< k, taken from [3], means that Zfkf’(X, A; G)=O for 
all closed sets A in X and should be read as “cohomological dimension of X with 
respect to G is at most k”. 
Theorem 7. If X is a 2-dimensional compact metric space such that c-dime(X) =Z 1, 
then cell-like maps dejined on X cannot raise dimension. 
Proof. In light of Corollary 2, this is accomplished by demonstrating, for each E > 0, 
the existence of an e-map f: X + P, into a hereditarily aspherical, 2-dimensional 
polyhedron P,. 
Let L denote an infinite simplicial2-complex which is a K( Q, 1) (i.e., an Eilenberg- 
MacLane space). It can be arranged as an infinite telescope lJ {di 1 i = 1,2,. . .}, 
where di is the mapping cylinder of a degree pi > 0 map hi : S’ + S’, the sequence 
{pi} takes on every prime value, infinitely often, Op, n .sB,+, is the simple closed curve 
corresponding to both the domain of hi+, and the image of hi, and di n tij =0 when 
j > i + 1. Note that L is hereditarily aspherical. Identify a preferred simple closed 
curve c?L corresponding to the domain of the map h, : S’--, S’. 
Take an a-map A of X into a finite 2-complex P, triangulated so that diam A-‘(a) < 
$e for each UE P. The hypothesis c-dime(X) = 1 means that each map A+ L on a 
closed subset A c X has a continuous extension X -* L [3]. Form another (infinite) 
2-complex P’ by deleting Int u from P (for all such (+) and replacing with a copy 
L, of L, attached via a homeomorphism 0, between dL, and au. It follows that 
&A : A-'(am) + aL, can be extended to $,, : A-‘(o) + 15,. Moreover, compactness of 
X forces some finite subcomplex P, of P’ to contain lJ $,(A -‘(a)). The required 
map f is the one determined by {$c}; here the construction obviously causes point 
preimages under f to have diameter less than E. 0 
Corollary 8. Cell-like maps dejned on any compact metric space X with dim(X x X) = 
3 cannot raise dimension. 
Proof. Under these hypothesis c-dime(X) = 1 [3]. Cl 
Theorem 9 (SEepin). Cell-like maps defined on hereditarily aspherical LC’ compacta 
do not raise dimension. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary LC’ compactum X c Q and a cell-like map 7r : Q + Z 
with rr] Q\X l-l. As in Theorem 6, this result is established by proving that 
rr 1 X : X + r(X) = Y is approximately right invertible. 
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Fix E > 0. Find n > 0 with diam( r(A)) -C&F for each A c Q with diam(A) < 7, 
and apply the LC’ hypothesis to locate a neighborhood W of X such that every 
map 0: K + W from a 2-complex K is n-close to a map 8’: K --*X. Let ‘V,, be a 
finite cover of Y by open sets in r( W) with diameter less than be. Determine finite 
open covers ?‘“,, 7f2 of Y such that for each VE ‘1”,, i E {1,2}, there exists V’E Y;._, 
with null-homotopic inclusion St( V, vi) + V’. Let v : Y + K be the barycentric map 
to the nerve of ?Vz, and define a map 4 : K”’ + W exactly as in the proof of Theorem 
6, with dist(rr$v(x), x) c4.s for all XE V-‘( Kc*‘). Now I,!I is n-close to a map 
ly : Kc*‘+ X, yielding dist( rrpv(x), x) < :E for all x E V-‘( K”‘). 
To deal with the remaining simplexes, we use the hereditary asphericity of X to 
extend ly to ly’: K + Q such that q’(a) lies within the n-neighborhood of V(c~n 
Kc*‘) for all u E K. To institute controls in this step one inspects simplexes in order 
of decreasing dimension. For any maximal k-simplex y let CJ, denote the v- 
neighborhood of q( y n Kc*‘); choose a neighborhood V, of p( y n Kc*‘) such that 
maps Sk-’ + V, have extensions Bk + U,. For other I-simplexes (+ set 
U,=n{V,Im is a proper face of 7~ K”‘}; 
choose a neighborhood V, of p( y n K’“) for which maps S’-’ + V, have extensions 
B’+ U,. The map ly’ defined by extending over successive skeleta so V’(m) c U, 
for all UE K\K’*’ is e-close to i~‘Jf’u, as required. 0 
Example 10. A hereditarily aspherical generalized 3-manifold with boundary. This 
is established with the aid of a cell-like decomposition G (see [l] for the construction) 
of a solid torus T = S’ x B’ such that for all g E G, 
(1) g contains a copy of Antoine’s necklace, and 
(2) gndTf0 implies gnJT={point}. 
Here (1) means that, for the standard copy A of Antoine’s necklace in Int T and 
for each g E G, there exists a self-homeomorphism 8, of T for which 8,(A) c g. A 
crucial fact to be applied is that no 3-cell Cc T contains A in its interior, for 
otherwise the inclusion dT+ T\A would not induce a monomorphism of funda- 
mental groups (see [2, pp. 72-761). 
Let p denote the decomposition map T + X3 = T/G. Under restriction to open 
sets of the form p-‘( U), p preserves all homotopy groups, so clearly rr,(XJ = rri( T) = 
0 for all i > 1. We will show n,( U) ~0 for all i > 1 and all open subsets U of X,. 
Suppose to the contrary some ni( U) # 0, and consider U’= p-‘( U). As above, 
7ri( U’) # 0, which in turn implies 7r2( U’) # 0. The sphere theorem [7, p. 401 promises 
a PL 2-sphere S c U’ that cannot be contracted to a point in U’. However, S bounds 
a 3-cell C in T. Evidently C is not contained in U’, so there exists gE G with 
g c Int C n (T\ U’), but the construction puts a copy of Antoine’s necklace in g, 
contradicting the key fact. 
Remark. The existence of a hereditarily aspherical, boundaryless generalized 3- 
manifold follows by deleting the image of dT from X,; the existence of a compact 
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example of this type follows by identifying points ofdX, = S’ x S’ to form S’ x (figure 
S), under a map given as the product of the identity and a standard map dZ* -* figure 
8 determining the commutator relation. 
Finally, we point out how each hereditarily aspherical compacturn can be 
embedded in another one with better local properties. If the analog of Theorem 11 
with “LC’” in place of “LCO” were true, which is not the case, it would follow 
immediately that no cell-like map on a hereditarily aspherical compacturn could 
raise dimension. 
Theorem 11. Each hereditarily aspherical compacturn X embeds in a LC” hereditarily 
aspherical compactum Y such that dim Y = max{ 1, dim X}. 
Proof. Find a surjective map F: C --,X from a Cantor set Cc Z = [0, 11, and let G 
denote the decomposition of Z into singletons from Z\C and the sets F-‘(x), x E X. 
The desired compacturn Y is just the decomposition space Z/G; that Y is hereditarily 
aspherical is a routine argument. 0 
Question 1. Does there exist a hereditarily aspherical compacturn of (arbitrary) 
dimension n >4? What about a hereditarily aspherical generalized manifold of 
dimension n > 3? 
Question 2. Can cell-like maps raise dimension on some hereditarily aspherical 
compacturn? What about on compacta of rational cohomological dimension l? 
Question 3 (SEepin). Do covering dimension and integral cohomological dimension 
coincide for strongly hereditarily aspherical compacta? 
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